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This poster presents our approach in the shared task: COVID-
19 event extraction from Twitter (W-NUT Task-3). Our
approach treats the event extraction task as a question
answering task by leveraging the transformer-based T5 text-
to-text model. According to the official evaluation scores
returned, namely F1, our submitted run achieves competitive
performance. However, we argue that this evaluation may
underestimate the actual performance of runs based on
text-generation. Although some such runs may answer the
slot questions well, they may not be an exact string match for
the gold standard answers. To measure the extent of this
underestimation, we adopt a simple exact-answer
transformation method aiming at converting the well-
answered predictions to exactly-matched predictions. The
results show that after this transformation our run overall
reaches the same level of performance as the best
participating run and state-of-the-art F1 scores in three of
five COVID-related events.

ABSTRACT

OBJECTIVES

Figure 2 presents the system architecture of our approach.
The core component of the system is the sequence
construction, which converts each tweet in the dataset into a
source sequence and target sequence that well fits to train
the transformer encoder-decoder model in a text-to-text
fashion. As introduced, each tweet in the dataset is
annotated in two parts, 1), labels indicating the event types,
2), answers to the slot questions. Our approach uses both
parts of the annotations to construct the source and target
sequences as follows:
• Source: This sequence is constructed from the raw tweets
through mapping their major four attributes, i.e., as
outlined in Figure 2, the tweet text is mapped to “context”,
event type question (part 1) or slot question (part 2) 3 to
“question”, and the candidate choices to “choices”. The
leads to the final source sequence concatenating all these
fields in the form: “context:{tweet text} question:
{slot/event question} choices:{candidates}”.

• Target: The target sequence needs both part 1 and part 2
annotations in training. They are simply mapped from the
event labels for part 1 (“yes” or “no” indicating if the tweet
falls into the event as specified in the question field of the
source sequence) and annotation answers for part 2.
Where the annotations are not available in inference, the
source sequence and the target sequence with the start
decoder token <pad> are fed as input to the model for
generating the answers directly.

In our experiments, we choose T5 (Raffel et al.,2020) as the
encoder-decoder model’s architecture and train it on this task
via fine-tuning its pre-trained both small, base and large
weights with 12 epochs. We evaluated it on the test set at
epoch 12 (run-1), 11 (run-2), and 10 (run-3) respectively.

METHODS
Takeaways
• Larger model gives better performance but the marginal

gain decreases (see Table 2a).
• Our approach-based officially-submitted run-2 exhibits a

significant advantage in recall over other runs (0.7118
versus the second-highest of 0.6039, see Table 2b).
However, this advantage is combined with a trade-off in
terms of precision. This reveals that our run is somewhat
“active” at finding the answers to the slot questions.

• Evaluating at per event level, our run achieves the best
recall in every event type but quite behind in precision,
especially for cannot test, death and cure. To further
analyse the cause of low precision, we rethink the metrics
used to evaluate runs with a similar approach to ours via
post-processing.

RESULTS POST-PROCESSING

Having observed some of the mismatches in our experiment
(see Table 3), we subsequently transformed these to exact-
matched answers using a simple approach based on
Levenshtein string edit distance, which we name TransM.
After this transformation, our best run reaches the same
level of F1 performance as the best participating run (see
Table 2d), leading to state-of-the-art F1 scores in positive,
negative, and cure events (see Table 4).

CONCLUSION

We presents our text-to-text based approach at W-NUT 2020
shared task 3. We show that the principal idea behind the
approach is adaptability to other domain-similar tasks such as
informativeness classification of COVID-19 tweets. We expect
to conduct more work on this adaptability in the future. It is
even more interesting to test the idea in zero-shot learning.
For example, how well it performs if transferring the model
that is trained on the event extraction corpus to do inference
in the informativeness task directly without further training.
In addition, we empirically present that our system is
effective, achieving competitive performance and arguably
the state-of-the-art F1 scores in three of five COVID-events in
the shared task. Despite the effectiveness, one concern of our
approach is the model size. Our best performed model is fine-
tuned using the large version of T5 with around 770M
parameters. This makes it important to compress the model
efficiently in the future.
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The major objective of W-NUT Task-3 is to seek
computational linguistic techniques for extracting text spans
from a corpus of raw tweets to answer a set of predefined
slot questions.
• The corpus used in the task can be described in two parts.

Part 1, the corpus consists of tweets categorised into five
broad event types: (1) TESTED POSITIVE, (2) TESTED
NEGATIVE, (3) CAN NOT TEST, (4) DEATH and (5) CURE
AND PREVENTION. Part 2, for the tweets in each event, a
set of questions or slot-filling types are defined to help
gather more fine-grained information about the tweets.
The human annotations of the corpus are simply the
answers to the predefined questions (see Figure 1).

• The annotation process in part 2 is conducted by
annotators who select answers from a drop-down list of
candidate choices. The choices are automatically-
extracted text spans obtained through a Twitter tagging
tool or predefined choices such as ``not specified'', ``yes'',
``no'', etc. This explains why the label for slot ``who'' in
Figure 1 has the symbol * at the beginning.
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